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Topic 1: The question of achieving carbon neutrality
by 2050 in LEDCs

Introduction

In this rapidly evolving
industrialised world we live in;
climate change has become
more than just a current hot
topic. With an additional 51
billion tons of greenhouse
gases circulating the earth
every year, global warming is
at the top of every national
agenda. However, with Less
Economically Developed
countries (LEDCs) lacking
critical financing to support this transition to a green lifestyle and multiple
countries refusing to follow the international movement, they now are the
largest contributors to carbon emissions, with 63% of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere originating from developing countries. So, for the world to be a
resilient, environmentally and ecologically developed place, how do we
facilitate the shift to zero net emissions?

Definition of Key Terms

LEDC: (Less Economically Developed Countries) or Least developed countries
(LDCs) are terms used to describe low-income countries confronting severe
structural impediments to sustainable development. They often are highly
vulnerable to economic and environmental shocks and have low levels of
human assets.

Carbon footprint: The amount of carbon dioxide released into the atmosphere
as a result of the activities of a particular individual, organisation, or community.

SDGs: The 2030 Agenda listed “Sustainable Development Goals” consisting of 17
goals and 169 targets in order to eradicate poverty and become a sustainable
world set by the United Nations.

 
Sustainable development: Development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
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General Overview

Although the world has understood the severity of climate change and has taken
great steps towards its mitigation, many less economically developed countries
still contribute greatly to the overall carbon emissions resulting in the
devaluation of the efforts of the rest of the world and the continuous damage to
our planet. For example, Bangladesh, a developing economy is responsible for
the production of 79,6 μg/m3  (micrograms of PM per m3) compared to an
astonishing 3,8 μg/m3 of new Caledonia, the least polluting country in the world.

Impact

With LEDCs such huge carbon emitters and at
the same time being unable to implement the
resilient methods of production that the rest of
the world has, due to lack of finance and other
reasons, the steps taken towards a greener
future will be scaled down. Consequently, the
world will become more polluted with
contaminants and toxins that will have a great
impact on worldwide health standards. With
risks of widespread epidemics, tropical
diseases, strokes and lung cancer rising, public
health will be severely worsened.
Environmental factors will also be cornered by this change in the earth’s
temperatures. Biodiversity will decline greatly, so much so that scientists are
referring to this phenomenon as the sixth mass extinction. Ice caps melting and
loss of natural habitats will also become a permanent problem for the earth.  

Economists of the world economic forum have also proven that the effects of
climate change are right outside our door and not as far as we may have
thought. Food insecurity, income and job uncertainty, all come in the same
package with climate change, as extreme weather conditions like droughts,
floods and storms, negatively impact the supply sector of our economy and so
cause damages and instability in multiple businesses and firms worldwide.
 
Moreover, the inequality gap between developed and developing economies
will widen. This is because in developing areas the standard of living will remain
low, with the impacts of climate change only intensifying, whereas the GDP and
standard of living in developed countries will be slowly and steadily improving
due to the prosperity that a green lifestyle will bring.
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Major Parties Involved

UN: 
The UN plays a huge role in the process of mitigation and
eventual elimination of climate change. Organises an
annual convention (UNFCC) in which all states are
represented, to adopt and take key decisions for the
implementation of institutional and administrative
arrangements. The UN looks to monitor the progress of
each country for it to

1) secure global net zero emissions by 2050
2) protect communities and natural habitats
3) mobilise finance as well as ensure that countries are working together to

deliver global climate goals faster

With the first-ever conference taking place in Berlin Germany in 1995, the
conference of parties has made great achievements like the Green Climate fund,
the Bali road Map, the Kyoto protocol and the Paris agreement.

 
350.org: 
This international organisation aims for a completely
green future with 0 net emissions by supporting
community-led energy solutions to enhance the
transition to renewable energy. By banning all oil and
gas projects it aims to completely avoid fossil fuel
usage. And finally, by cutting off social licences and financing it aspires to
completely cut funding for ‘dirty’ energy projects.

AFED:
The Arab Forum for environmental
development is a nonprofit NGO that brings
together environmental experts, civil society,
the business community and the media to
promote and discuss environmental policies

across the Arab region.

APAN:
The Asian and Pacific Adaptation network
fights to achieve more resilience against the
consequences of climate change by acting as a
centre of information for the diffusion of
knowledge and informed decisions while also
facilitating access to finance and technologies. 
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C40 cities:
This is a global network bringing cities together to take
urgent action against the climate crisis. This world mayor
summit works to raise awareness about climate change in an
attempt to influence ambition against it as well as make the
movement against climate change concrete.

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

Colombia:
Colombia is in the process of executing a project to shift
the concept of transportation to electric vehicles by
electrifying public transport like buses and the
underground metro.

Poland:
Poland has implemented the C40 clean air cities
declaration in 2019 to improve air quality by including
sensors around the city to develop an air quality
database to help identify the main sources of pollution

Thailand:
Thailand has created the green Bangkok 2030 project in
an attempt to tackle both air pollution and carbon
emissions by encouraging more green spaces and trees
by 30%

Possible Solutions

1) We can consider creating a legal framework to support less
economically developed countries, for the setting of more achievable
goals and add more stages to carbon neutrality.

2) Taxing or subsidies can also be a viable solution for more economically
developed countries, where the revenue can then be used to
economically aid developed countries.

3) Raising awareness through a scheme on the topic of
climate change in order to inform people and
especially the younger generation on the topic of
climate change and the severity of its effects to
create a climate-sensitive generation that will fight
for the safety of the environment and our planet. 
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4) Research and development for new methods of
production and distribution can be considered.
These will conform with the movement against
climate change and will aid in the quick and
smooth transition to green production in less
economically developed countries.

5) Stricter laws and more severe consequences
when it comes to production processes making
use of finite resources or firms that are major
polluters are also an option. This would limit
carbon emissions in each member state as well
as regulate the usage of raw materials 

Sources

https://www.cgdev.org/media/developing-countries-are-responsible-63-perc
ent-current-carbon-emissions 
https://www.wri.org/climate/expert-perspective/low-carbon-futures-least-de
veloped-countries  
https://breakthroughenergy.org/our-approach/getting-to-zero/ 
https://www.un.org/development/desa/dpad/least-developed-country-catego
ry.html 
https://languages.oup.com/google-dictionary-en/ 
https://www.malteser-international.org/en/current-issues/our-response/health
/health-and-climate-change.html?gclid=Cj0KCQjwwfiaBhC7ARIsAGvcPe5M8RV
ETxzBC0Z6ZSfpy_UtMnW8qfQF2kHjDh6btTj3LlHkez_66mgaAu5EEALw_wcB 
https://helpageusa.org/climate-change-and-environmental-crisis/?gclid=Cj0KC
QjwwfiaBhC7ARIsAGvcPe7P9DDKtFXJ3wakuXzrTZPAkHtsqzbcQwDuoxn94vIDS
gfhW5Zo0qYaAsMtEALw_wcB 
https://empower.agency/what-is-cop/?utm_term=&utm_campaign=Empower+
DSA&utm_source=adwords&utm_medium=ppc&hsa_acc=8742646434&hsa_ca
m=11429706848&hsa_grp=111365181506&hsa_ad=621699609058&hsa_src=g&hs
a_tgt=dsa-19959388920&hsa_kw=&hsa_mt=&hsa_net=adwords&hsa_ver=3&gc
lid=Cj0KCQjwwfiaBhC7ARIsAGvcPe6EBWYm8aH4GnmNe68dtAVya7n97FXILTan
j85Qv4nTNioauLLElG8aAvVyEALw_wcB 
https://350.org/about/
https://cleanair.camfil.us/2017/10/30/air-pollution-in-developing-countries/

https://www.who.int/news-room/feature-stories/detail/what-are-the-who-air
-quality-guidelines

https://www.u-earth.eu/post/world-most-least-polluted-countries

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/impact-climate-change-global-gd
p/
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/impact-climate-change-global-gdp/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/06/impact-climate-change-global-gdp/
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Topic 2: The Question of combating plastic pollution
in the ocean

Introduction

Plastic is a synthetic material
made of polymers from fossil
fuels. Not only is it made of
fossil fuels but it also requires
fossil fuel energy to be
produced therefore making it
harmful to the environment
even before it enters the
market. 

Later, often after mere minutes
of use, plastics can end up in
landfills or the ocean. Poorly designed landfills and uncollected household and
industrial waste make their way into local waterways and rivers, moving plastics
down a conveyer belt and depositing them into the Ocean. Here, plastics can
break down into smaller pieces which are harmful to both life in the oceans and
on land.

An estimated 80% of marine pollution is plastic which gets caught in ocean
currents and can stay in the ocean for hundreds of years breaking up into
smaller pieces but not biodegrading. Marine plastic is not a new problem,
however, issues related to this pollution have become increasingly revealed
through studies on plastic’s effect on ecosystems and the environment as a
whole.

Definition of Key Terms

Pollution:  The presence of substances and heat in environmental media (air,
water, land) whose nature, location, or quantity produces undesirable
environmental effects;

Marine pollution: Direct or indirect introduction of substances into the marine
environment (including estuaries), resulting in harm to living resources, hazards
to human health, hindrances to marine activities including fishing, impairment of
the quality of seawater and reduction of amenities.
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Microplastics:  Classified as plastic pieces smaller than 5 mm, they can be found
anywhere but especially in marine environments and coasts.

Bioaccumulation: The accumulation over time of a substance and especially a
contaminant in a living organism.

Nurdle: A very small pellet of plastic which serves as raw material in the
manufacture of plastic products.

Primary microplastics: Plastics engineered to be small such as glitter pieces,
microbeads, and nurdles. 

Secondary microplastics: Microplastics resulting from the breakdown of larger
pieces of plastic such as bottles and synthetic fibres due to exposure to UV light
and abrasion.

Photodegradation: Degradation caused by the absorption of photons from the
sun. Can cause plastic to degrade in a slow process.

General Overview

The problem of ocean pollution became
increasingly prevalent in the 1960s when
researchers began to find animals entangled in
plastic waste. Now, most of the plastic in the
oceans can be found stuck in ocean currents
in large patches such as the Great Pacific
Garbage Patch. 
Plastic pollution is a problem in developing
countries and developed countries alike.
Roughly 400 million tons of plastic are
produced each year with approximately 8
million tons of plastic deposited into the
existing 200 million metric tons of plastic in
oceans. In fact, this amount is expected to
increase to 300 million metric tons by the

early 2030s. The main items found polluting our oceans are plastic bags, bottles
and food containers. While some of these thinner plastics break up and
decompose in around 20 years, other plastic items such as plastic bottles can
take 450 years to decompose in the ocean. (And we only started producing
plastic about 100 years ago!)

If no intervention occurs, marine species can become extinct threatening entire
ecosystems in waters and on land when species of prey become hard to find. In
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fact, if nothing is done, by 2050 the plastic in the ocean will outweigh all of the
fish found in the sea.

Impact

China and Indonesia are major contributors
to ocean plastic levels, however, waste from
all over the world ends up in the waters.
Counties located on the coast often produce
more marine plastic pollution however,
rivers carry plastics from landlocked states
to the oceans as well leaving no innocent
party.
Ocean currents can carry stronger, buoyant
plastics causing them to form garbage
patches, the largest one measuring 1.6
million square kilometres with the majestic

name “The Great Pacific Garbage Patch”(GPGP).

The ‘GPGP’ contains plastic from countries in Asia, North America and South
America. Some areas of the patch are low density in terms of garbage as a lot of
it is made up of small pieces of plastic, however, large pieces like bags and
six-pack rings are a choking hazard to animals swimming through. Furthermore,
it was recently discovered that around 70% of marine debris sinks to the ocean
floor which is far from the reach of current marine plastic removal projects.

In this accumulation of plastic, turtles mistake plastic bags for jellyfish, and seals
get caught in abandoned fishing nets while other animals ingesting large pieces
of plastic suffer from ruptured organs.

Large patches of plastic the size of Mongolia are not the only problem caused by
ocean plastics. Plastics may take up space in the water but they can also cause
problems for wildlife and even human health as plastics break apart into tiny
pieces in a process of weathering and photodegradation. These small pieces of
plastic, no bigger than 5 mm, are called “microplastics”. 

The problem of microplastics
Microplastics, once floating in the water, are easily ingested by marine life.
Although studies on the effect of microplastics on marine health are only in their
first stages, a few correlations and conclusions have been made. When ingested
by marine animals, microplastics can accumulate and even block the digestive
tract. This causes animals to feed less, have less energy and therefore less
growth. In some fish, there was a positive correlation between levels of
microplastics ingested and reproductive health. Females were seen to lay fewer
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eggs and reduced sperm motility was observed in male fish who ingested
microplastics.

Reduced growth and
reproduction of animals
have a severe impact on
ecosystems in the ocean
as prey is harder to find
thus decreasing
populations of predators
as well. For instance:

1) Small organisms in the ocean such as plankton were found to ingest tiny
microplastics in the water.

2) These organisms suffer the consequences of ingested microplastics
including blocked digestive tracts and lower reproductive rates thus
decreasing their population.

3) Lower prey population causes a lack of food for predators. However,
when prey such as plankton is found and ingested, microplastics are
ingested by the predator second hand causing similar problems to their
health.

4) As a result, more species experience a decrease in an ecosystem
affecting predators higher in the food chain as well.

Moreover, as animals in a food chain prey on each other, a phenomenon called
‘bioaccumulation’ can occur in marine food webs. Moving up the food chain,
organisms accumulate larger amounts of microplastics which may contain
toxins harming digestive and reproductive health, and can even lead to the
extinction of marine species.
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The effect of microplastics and marine plastic pollution on humans

Effect on economies
Decreased populations of fish can be
detrimental to islands and states
relying on fish as their main source of
protein and can impact the livelihood
of fishermen and fisheries generating
income from catching fish. Reduced
fishing can also negatively impact
exports and therefore economies
relying on the income derived from
exporting seafood. 

Furthermore, marine pollution also
affects shipping and recreational
activities which in turn affect the
economy. A study in 2019 estimated that plastic pollution resulted in an overall
loss of about 500 billion to 2.5 trillion dollars due to a decline in human
recreational activities around the ocean, as well as its impact on fisheries and
aquaculture. Yet this value does not account for the impact of pollution on
tourism, industries involved in transport or human health suggesting this value is
much higher than the current estimate.

Effect on human health
Of over 10,000 chemicals used in
plastic materials, 2,400 are
potentially harmful to human
health. Since microplastics have
been found in the faeces of
humans in several countries
around the world, it is confirmed
that we do consume microplastics.
Unfortunately, small pieces of
plastic have also been found in the
bloodstream which has led scientists to make predictions about their effect on
human health. Researchers hypothesise that human exposure to microplastics
may result in oxidative stress (an imbalance of free radicals and antioxidants in
the body), and even cell death. The consumption of microplastics, however, is
unavoidable considering that even the air we breathe is contaminated.
Microplastics can become so small they become airborne, making their way into
our lungs where they may remain and cause inflammation.
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Major Parties Involved

China: A large portion of the marine plastic
deposited in China is from the accumulation of
waste in the Yangtze river. Inadequate solid
waste management systems unload into this
body of water which carries it all out to sea. In
the past few years, the Chinese government
has taken several measures to phase out the
use of disposable plastic containers and
cutlery, however, the coronavirus pandemic
increased the need for these products, acting

as a major setback in the operation. The high demand for this type of plastic all
over the world also increased the volume of their production and export.

Up until 2017, China was importing almost 50% of the global plastic exports in
order to recycle them. When the import ban of 2017 came into effect, the
world’s recycling industry suffered and countries were left with more waste
than they could manage, some of which ended up in the ocean. Another major
problem resulting from the import ban is poor, developing countries importing
some plastic which was originally bound for China. These plastics have ended
up in counties which do not have the industries to properly dispose of them,

thus land and water
pollution now occurs in
these places as well.
On the bright side, this
import ban could lead
to more countries
improving their
recycling industries and
changes in plastic
production.

The United Nations: Goal 14 of the UN’s Sustainable
Development Goals is to “Conserve and sustainably use
the oceans, seas and marine resources”. The UN
Environment Program (UNEP) is especially involved in
promoting ocean literacy, raising awareness for the
issue of marine pollution and empowering youth to
advocate for less single-use plastics. In 2012 a Global
Partnership on Marine Litter was launched at the United
Nations Conference on Sustainable Development
aiming to create partnerships between those involved
in preventing marine pollution.
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The European Union
The EU's strategy for preventing marine litter
involves preventing litter from sources on both land
and sea from polluting the waters. Joining EU
member states and non-member states, the
European Union aims to decrease the production
and use of disposable plastic through legislation,
find alternatives for everyday items such as plastic
food containers, and increase the rate of recycling.

Adopting the Single-Use Plastic Directive of 2019, the EU aims to target and
reduce the top 10 single-use plastic items found washed up on the coasts
around Europe. Other initiatives involve reducing fishing waste and
microplastics found in cosmetics.

The Ocean Cleanup: A non-profit organisation focused
on both preventing entry of plastics into the ocean as
well as removing existing marine pollution. A recent
project was focused on concentrating plastic solutions
in one area of the Great Pacific Garbage Patch for more
efficient removal. Another project involves using
technology to intercept plastic in rivers before entering
the ocean on several different continents.

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

The Honolulu Strategy of the UNEP:
In 2011, during the Fifth International Marine Debris Conference, a global
partnership on marine litter began. The Honolulu Strategy provided a framework
to reduce the impact of marine debris on the environment and on human health.
In its 3 main strategies, the framework requires the participation of both
governments and the general public to: 

1) Reduce the amount of
marine debris deposited into
the ocean. This goal involves
increased education and
legislation on the topic as
well as the conduction of
cleanup projects, especially
in coastal areas and
waterways to prevent the
accumulation of debris.
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2) Prevent marine sources of marine debris from depositing more debris into the
oceans and seas. This goal is mostly applicable to ports, fishermen, fisheries and
industries making fishing gear to reduce the loss of products to the water. One
strategy in this goal aims to tackle the problem of abandoned vessels left in the
oceans. This goal also suggests legislation to ensure compliance with the
strategies.
3) Reduce the accumulation of debris on the shorelines, benthic habitats and
pelagic waters. Strategies for this goal include the development of technology
and the establishment of effective mechanisms to remove debris accumulated
in these areas. 

The Manila Declaration of The United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEP) :
Receiving 65 signatories, this declaration stated signatories aim to take action in
protecting marine environments from land-based activities. These countries
agreed to take measures against the deposit of harmful material into the oceans
and take into account marine environments when planning processes are taking
place. The declaration also makes signatories accountable as it involves global
reporting and assessment of marine environments.

The United Nations Environment Assembly (UNEA) resolution on marine plastic
debris and microplastics 2014
This resolution states that measures on this problem should not be postponed in
wait for more scientific studies on the effect of microplastics on the
environment. Furthermore, the Assembly encourages both governments and
organisations to implement the Honolulu Strategy, exchange effective methods
and ideas, and stresses the importance of further research on the effects of
microplastics.

The Ocean Cleanup’s System 002 or “Jenny”: This system is targeting the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch
with an aim to remove
90% of floating ocean
plastic by 2040. With a
U shapes net strung
between 2 vessels,
Jenny collects floating
plastics in a retention
zone which is emptied
weekly where plastics
are then separated and
taken to recycling centres on shore. Hotspots for floating plastic can be
determined with computational modelling to ensure more efficient trips for
collection. Additionally, the open bottom section of the apparatus along with the
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very slow advancement of the boats allows marine life to escape easily and
without harm. The 002 system is set to be implemented in every garbage patch
in the oceans and be in use before 2040

The European Union
Active as of 2021, the European Union has placed a ban on single-use plastics
such as plastic plates, cutlery and food and beverage containers in EU member
state stores. As 80% of marine litter is composed of plastic, the EU aims to
combat the problem at its root as this legislation will reduce the demand and
thus the production of single-use plastic items.

Possible Solutions

1) Mechanisms could be developed to intercept plastics from entering
the oceans from rivers.

2) Possible initiatives to get civil society involved in cleaning up waste in
coastal areas through volunteering.

3) Plastics from household waste could be stopped from ending up in the
ocean as a result of poor maintenance and disposal of the rubbish.

4) Plastics could be prevented from marine sources such as fishing boats
from ending up in the water.

5) Recycling could be encouraged and made it easily accessible to the
public. 

6) Strategy and technology could be developed to remove larger pieces
of microplastics from waters to prevent further harm to ecosystems
and humans.

7) States and organisations could encourage sustainable fishing and fish
farming in areas with lower concentrations of microplastics to restore
fish populations affected by increased ingestion of microplastics. 

8) Initiatives to increase education and outreach on the dangers of
depositing plastics into oceans and rivers to the environment could be
developed.
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Sources

https://oceanconservancy.org/trash-free-seas/plastics-in-the-ocean/

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/06/90-of-plastic-polluting-our-ocean
s-comes-from-just-10-rivers/

https://theoceancleanup.com/great-pacific-garbage-patch/

https://www.britannica.com/technology/microplastic

https://www.cleanwater.org/problem-marine-plastic-pollution

https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1755-1315/631/1/012006/pdf

https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S0025326X19302061?token=461B4291
D8AD02B610CD499AA675DE8B09DD4244C40B6D25410EB6E040D50549B328
9799875303F5AB20117A2B47CA37&originRegion=eu-west-1&originCreation=20
221101142953

https://theoceancleanup.com/oceans/

https://wedocs.unep.org/handle/20.500.11822/10670

https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/10670/Honolulu%20s
trategy.pdf?sequence=1&isAllowed=y

https://wedocs.unep.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.11822/12021/IGRIIIDraftManil
aDeclaration.pdf?sequence=1&amp%3BisAllowed=

https://cleanoceanproject.org/pages/projects

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0025326X19302061

https://www.globalcitizen.org/en/content/effects-of-plastic-pollution-facts-yo
u-should-know/

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/article/un-environment-pla
stic-pollution-negotiations

https://www.4ocean.com/blogs/blog/a-brief-history-of-the-plastic-crisis

https://www.thepremiersupplygroup.com/cut-down-plastic-waste/

https://g20mpl.org/partners/europeanunion
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Topic 3: The question of combating global money
laundering operations

Introduction

Money laundering is the illegal action of covering up the source of a profit.
Multiple crimes mainly aim to generate money-related profits, however, due to
the current laws and governmental taxes, criminals have to go through the
process of money laundering in order
to make their profits legal and be able
to enjoy them under no suspicion
and without revealing their criminal
origin. Illicit funds that occur outside
the normal range of financial and
economic activities are said to make
up 3,6% of global GDP, 2,7% of which
is laundered, this accounts for around
1.6 trillion euros lost from
government revenue. This withdrawal from government revenue is suppressing
the development of every country, minimising government expenditures
towards philanthropic actions. This problem is especially present in
Mozambique and Laso where the risk for money laundering activities is at a
record-breaking high putting innocent lives in danger due to an increased risk of
violence and criminal activity.

Definition of Key Terms

Black Money: Includes all funds earned through illegal activity and otherwise
legal income that is not recorded for tax purposes. Black money proceeds are
usually received in cash from underground economic activity and, as such, are
not taxed.

Capital: Wealth in the form of money or other assets owned by a person or
organisation or available for a purpose such as starting a company or investing.

Capital markets: The part of a financial system concerned with raising capital by
dealing in shares, bonds, and other long-term investments.

Emerging market: A market in the process of becoming a mature market often
located in developing countries where its growth can be unsteady.

Anti Money Laundering (AML): Laws and regulations in place to stop money
laundering.
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Proliferation financing: the provision of funds or financial services used for the
manufacture, acquisition, possession, development, export, trans-shipment,
brokering, transport, transfer, stockpiling or use of nuclear, chemical or
biological weapons and their means of delivery and related materials (including
both technologies and dual-use goods used for non-legitimate purposes), in
contravention of national laws or, where applicable, international obligations

General Overview

Money Laundering has been an apparent problem globally for 2000 years now
but gained its
prominence in the 1920s
with the Italian Mafia. The
process of money
laundering includes the
breaking up of illegal
profit from activities like
drug and substance
selling or prostitution,
into much smaller
amounts of cash that can
be deposited directly into

a bank account or used to buy monetary instruments(including personal checks,
business checks, official bank checks, cashiers' checks, third-party checks,
promissory notes, and money orders). Either by opening a car wash or
channelling the money through investments, these funds legally enter the
financial system and can be integrated in the legitimate economy. This process
creates an enormous problem internationally, the hidden economy, where
economic activities are not taken into consideration for government
measurements leading to inefficient government action. This inaccuracy in
government expenditure would lead to inefficient allocation of government
expenditure. This comes in direct contact with the society and the standard of
living in a country as government funds will be decreased severely and will be
invested in parts of the economy that in reality do not need to be developed
while other sectors are in much bigger need of it.

Impact

Money laundering is a crime which undermines national economies and
currencies as black money flows into financial systems all over the world.
Money laundering may increase exports, imports, inflation, interest rates and
even unemployment rates causing varying demands for money. 
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The effect of money laundering

Effect on exchange rates: With capital markets involved in high levels and large
sums of money flowing into global financial systems, fluctuations occur in
currencies around the world and thus can cause instability of national
economies. As a result, it is a threat to national and international security.
 
Effect on imports and exports: When illicit funds are involved in trade, it
weakens the trust of the citizens including investors affecting economic growth.
Furthermore, when illegally obtained funds are used to buy imports, the
domestic revenue from trade decreases thus reducing the profitability of
imports and exports in a country.

Effect on interest rates: With increased monetary instability, the demand for
money is subject to constant change which in turn causes fluctuation in interest
rates.

Effect on unemployment: Increased inflation and economic instability lead to
less demand for workers as institutions cannot afford to pay workers thus
increasing unemployment rates.

Foreign Investors and financial stability
Certain sectors needing to attract foreign investors may also be affected as
investors are less likely to invest in companies located in countries with money
laundering problems. This is especially a problem in developing countries or
emerging markets where laws involving money laundering may not be strictly
implemented resulting in reduced growth rates. Lack of investment results in a
decrease in a country’s financial growth rate negatively impacting the economy
and decreasing the standard of living

Moreover, since earnings
from black money are not
taxed and can be very large
amounts of money, money
laundering can lead to
reduced tax revenue. Since
tax income is the largest
portion of public revenue, it
may not meet the
expenditures of the public.

This can lead to a state having to borrow money—negatively impacting the
economy and thus the state’s financial stability. For example, public hospitals are
funded by the government relying on tax revenue, and a decrease in tax
revenue may be detrimental to public hospitals.
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Inadvertent involvement
It is possible for a financial institution such as a bank to inadvertently be
involved in money laundering. If authorities are alerted they could face extra
scrutiny and thus harm their reputation. 

Cryptocurrency in money laundering
The use of cryptocurrency in money laundering makes black money even
harder to track as funds can be passed through hundreds of wallets in a very
short period of time before being cashed out. Rates of cryptocurrency
laundering in 2021  resulted in 8.6 billion dollars being laundered. Criminals are
increasingly being paid in cryptocurrencies making money laundering the most
common illicit use of cryptocurrencies.

Money Laundering as Terrorist Financing

Funds for terrorist activities are collected from both legitimate and criminal
financial sources. These include donations, drug trafficking and the smuggling of

goods. In order to avoid detection
by the authorities, and protect the
identity of their sponsors— and
using vulnerabilities in the Anti
Money laundry (AML) and 
Combatting the financing of
terrorist (CFT)  frameworks— the
money is “cleaned” through a
process of laundering. This can be

done through a variety of strategies such as asset transfer, physical transfer
(usually of cash or gold) or banking systems. Finances can then be used to buy
weapons or pay for transport. Constant changes in terrorist strategies make their
funds difficult to track but intercepting funds may be the most effective way of
combatting terrorism
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Money Laundering as Proliferation Financing

Proliferation of weapons of mass destruction is an incredibly dangerous
business dealing with goods which are capable of threatening global security.
Tactics used are similar to that of terrorist financing which can allow state or
non-state actors to obtain or produce nuclear, biological and chemical weapons
while keeping funding undercover. Funds are raised, then hidden from
authorities and then the necessary items for proliferation can be shipped.

Money laundering has a negative impact on society and the global economy,
however, it can also lead to discovering criminal activity that might not have
been noticed if not for their financial transaction records. In fact, those records
may be the only way of discovering crimes of embezzlement, robbery or fraud
which can then lead to these funds being returned to victims.

Major Parties Involved

The United Nations
A program within the UN Office for Drug Control
and Crime called the Global Programme against
Money Laundering was established in 1997 and has
aimed to deal with the problem of money
laundering. The United Nations works in this
programme by researching the issues that may
result in the possibility of money laundering. It then
publishes findings thus providing a digital database
for states to use when coming up with AML laws
and regulations. The project involves cooperation
with the Financial Action Taskforce (FATF) as well as the Council of Europe and
the Commonwealth Secretariat in order to come up with effective solutions and
suggestions when dealing with this large-scale problem.

The International Monetary Fund (IMF)
Concerned with the consequence of money laundering and its usefulness
for terrorist financing, the IMF puts to use its universal membership, surveillance
functions and financial knowledge to combat the problem of money laundering.
With the Financial Sector Assessment Program, the IMF is able to assess a
country’s financial sector which can produce recommendations on emerging
market economies which are more vulnerable to being used by money
launderers. The IMF also provides technical assistance to member states to
strengthen their AML/CFT frameworks.
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The United States Department of the Treasury

Located in the United States, the Treasury is dedicated
to combating money laundering within the USA and
abroad. Using assets such as legal authorities,
relationships with the private sector, international
communities and knowledge of financial systems, the
Office of Terrorism and Financial Intelligence works to
identify and respond to vulnerabilities in domestic and
international financial systems.

Previous Attempts to Resolve the Issue

UN Vienna 1988 convention

This was the first major initiative in the prevention of money laundering. It laid
down the groundwork for efforts to combat money laundering by obliging
member states to criminalise the laundering of money from drug trafficking and
promoted international cooperation in investigations. It also established the
principle that domestic bank secrecy provisions should not interfere with
international criminal investigations.

The international monetary fund, UNODC and Commonwealth Secretariat:
The three organisations worked together
to create Model Provisions on money
laundering and terrorist financing in
order to prevent measures and proceeds
of crime. This forms a starting point for
State authorities as they evaluate the
measures that should be incorporated
into domestic law in order to prevent,
detect, and effectively sanction money
laundering, the financing of terrorism
and the proceeds of crime.

FATF
Financial Action Task Force (FATF) ensures that international standards are put in
place to prevent money laundering. The FATF offers 40 recommendations
including those involving money laundering and terrorist financing. Laws on
money laundering suggest the criminalising of money laundering and criminal
punishment such as imprisonment for offenders of such laws.
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Anti-money Laundering Act 2020
Established a broader set of authorities to keep up with the challenge of
combating financial crime in an increasingly globalised economy. The act
included a variety of new laws on money laundering to be implemented in
financial institutions including private investment structures.
Under the new law, law enforcement agencies have the power to subpoena
(order for a person to attend the court) international financial institutions that
hold correspondent accounts in the U.S.

Possible Solutions

1. Stricter and more thorough checks on the origin of profit when it comes to
money deposits in banks or investments could possibly prevent
unregulated profit from entering the economy, thus discouraging the act of
money laundering as well as illegal activities.

2. Staff training could be beneficial for trainees to
carry out coherent checks on customers for
suspicious activity to be detected easier and
faster

3. Know Your Customer Schemes may be used for the purpose of
transparency between customers and staff and for the validation of the
identity of the individual attempting to gain access to a good or service,
this could be achieved through identification documents, financial
statements and inventories

4. Research and development on control processes
could reveal the risk of each customer being
involved in money laundering and would detect
possible risks by unveiling relevant information for
potential terrorist funding or illegal operations

5. Consider boosting Analytics for the purpose of AML officials to recognise
questionable and suspicious patterns to develop models that would create
an alert in the system in the case of potential risk

6. International assistance could be
considered for emerging economies that do
not have the resources to combat
corruption and money laundering
effectively

7. Important advancements in software could
prevent money laundering through the crypto market
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